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SECIF''l' 

MEMORANDUM 

SUBJECT: Further Chi.ne~;c Statc:'tc:'. tc· cm T<1 i_wan' s Membership 
in IMF 

1. China is unlikely to witlldraw its stated demand 
that Taiwan be expelled from the IMF/IBRD. Beijing, however, 
in seeking IMF membership, may adopt tactics sufficiently 
flexible to preserve this princip:e while circumventing 
the "one China" issue and avoidinq assumption of Taiwan's 
obligations to IMF /IB.t<D. I I 

2. Recent remarks! 
indicate that the " one 1,,,C~h-1~n~a~·~· ~i-=s--cs_u_t..'-,-11-1 d,-----:-cu-:-n-:-w~i~l'l,----.i_n_g_n-:e-s~s=--~t-=-o--~ 

assume Taiwan's obli ations to IMF -,, · key points for 
Beijing. information 
apparentl ase on in orme assuriptions, some other 
formula besides simple expulsion of Taiwan might be 
contrived to solve these issues. IL-----------:--~-~ 

the details of such an arrangcm0nt had not yet been 
~~~ 

worked out, but that it involved c>omP tvpe of unofficial 
association with IMF for Taiwan. I I association 
which would fall shorl of Taiwan'!; full ~e~bership, but 
would allow Taiwan to continue to enjoy certain benefits. 
More importantly, it would allow Taiwan to fulfill its 
remain"ing obli ations to the IMF. 

y ~c1-·png s political 
interest in not severely damagin'.: 'l';iiwan' s economy in 
order to lend credibility to its nul11ic statements that 
reunification with China will not re >111 t in the island's 
economic decline, is ~ubordinate La l'Ventually making good 
on Beijing's claim to be the sole lPq~l national govern~rnt 
of the island. 
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SECRE'l' 

3. In considering 'l'aiwan' s continued association with 
IMF, Beijing authorities may have in mind the "Netherlands 
Antilles" precedent and the International Olympic Committee's 
solution of the Taiwan membership problem in the international 
Olympic organization. Article 4 of the IMF' Articles 
permits the Fund to conduct consultations with territories 
of member countries with separate currencies, as in the 
case of the Netherlands Antilles. Jn the Oly~pic case, 
Beijing accepted the IOC solution which allowed Taiwan 
to remain in the Olympic organization and participate in 
the games as long as Taiwan did not use the name "RepuLlic 
of China" or the flag and anthem of the "Republic of China." 
In addition Taiwan must change the narnc ot its Olympic 

-~----~ Committee to "Chinese 'I.:iipei Olympic CoL:rn it tee. 11 

4. The above examples have in cc·!"'Wlon lhe subordination 
of the authorities in T.1ipei to the qovernrnent in Beijing. 
In the more applicable Netherlands l\ntilles example, 
designation of Taiwan as subordinal•! territory is a necessary 
precondition to Articlc-4 type arr in·icmcr.ts. 

5. Since early 1979 the autho1-ities on Taiwan have 
been considering methods for remai ri i nq in international 
organizations, including the U . .F iind tllc Olympics. In 
February 1979, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA) 
was instructed to prepare a new policy paper concerning 
Taiwan's relationship with IMF and IBRD. In considering 
this task, MOFA officials believed that China's admission 
to IMF could not be prevented and recor~mended against such 
a strategy. Rather they preferred to devise a strategy 
to retain membership as the ''Republic of China" if possible, 
but under the name "Taiwan" if necessary. IL____ _________ _ 

6. It is not clear that higher authorities in Taipei 
would accept such a solution. In the case of the Olympics, 
they have not, despite the fact that a high-level government 
committee organized in l\~bruary 197 1J later submitted three 
names other than "Republic of China" under which the island 
could retain Olympic membership. :o far this tactic has 
only been used to ret~in membershi1· 1n several international 
academic associations.I I 
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St:·:: .RE'I' 

7. It is unlikely that the aur;horities in Taipei will 
accept a designation by IMF which '.vu iJ d subordinate Taiwan 
to the government in Beijing. In this cas 12 political 
factors probably will outweigh econ(;mi.c considerations. 
Particularly at this time, when the trials of Taiwanese 
dissidents are in the public eye, ~:tw l ·~adersh.: p in Taipei 
would not welcome any move which r;:ioht unclerMine the legitimacy 
of its authority.I I 

China l 'l_, l i.c·y ~:·_1pport Center 
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